
As part of the DTS Group, DTS CLOUD SECURITY MonEPE supports customers, as an 

established IT service provider, in the focus areas data center, technology and security. 

With our two own certified German data centers and over 350 employees at 14 locations 

in Germany and Greece, we offer customers versatile, innovative and hybrid solutions. 

Flat hierarchies, friendly atmosphere, sustainable personnel development, and an open-

door culture - that's DTS. 

 

Cyber Security Specialist – Offensive Security / Red 

Teaming (m/f/d) 

 

Location: Athens or Thessaloniki 

Time: Immediately 

Type of employment: Full-time, Permanent contract 

 

Your tasks 

▪ Through targeted security analyses, penetration tests or red team engagements 

(adversary simulations), you attack our customers' systems and networks 

▪ For this you understand current cyber threats, can identify and exploit vulnerabilities 

▪ You will acquire knowledge of attack techniques (TTPs) from advanced threat actors 

and implement the latest attack methods 

▪ Present technically complex attacks and vulnerabilities in a comprehensible way and 

provide our customers with solutions to protect against cyber-attacks 

▪ You will actively shape the development and evolution of the DTS Red team, 

continuously sharing knowledge with your colleagues to improve the quality of our 

services 

▪ You research topics and work on the latest concepts such as evasion techniques, 

malware execution or lateral movement for successful Red and Purple team 

assignments 

 

Your profile 

▪ You have experience with vulnerability assessments, penetration tests or red teaming 

▪ In addition, you have knowledge of attack possibilities on networks, applications, Microsoft 

Active Directory, and operating systems 

▪ You know the common offensive security tools and ideally have experience with command 

& control frameworks 

▪ You are familiar with the basics of a programming/scripting language such as Python, 

Powershell, C#, C++ 

▪ Proof of know-how through practical certifications such as eJPT, eCPPT, OSCP, CRTO or 

similar would be an advantage 

 

 

 

 

 



Your know-how 

▪ You are creative, have good analytical skills and think like an attacker 

▪ You have an independent and service-oriented way of working 

▪ You have strong teamwork and communication skills 

▪ You think in a very structured and solution-oriented way 

▪ A confident manner and presentation skills suit you well 

 

Our offer 

▪ Team-oriented working environment and a variety of tasks 

▪ We provide private health insurance for our employees 

▪ Space for your own ideas  

▪ Intensive training (approx. 4 to 6 months) in Germany at our expense (depending on 

the development of the Covid-19 regulations) 

▪ One monthly flight back during the training period 

▪ Compatibility of family, leisure time and career 

▪ Continuous opportunity for personal and professional development 

▪ An accompanied gentle introduction  

 

 

 

Become part of our team and bring in your professional knowledge as well as your 

positive personality traits! 

  

Have we aroused your interest? If so, we look forward to receiving your detailed 

application, stating your desired (gross) salary and the earliest possible starting date. 

  

Do you have any further questions about your career at DTS? Please give us a call! 

 

 

https://www.dts.de/en/career/jobs/details/20603 

 

 

DTS CLOUD SECURITY MonEPE  

Julia Wilbers  

Theofanous 4 & Kifisias Avenue corner – 2nd floor 

P.C 115 23 

Athens 

Phone: +49 5221 101 3821 

 

https://www.dts.de/en/career/jobs/details/20603

